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The use of chiral skyrmions1–3, which are
nanoscale vortex-like spin textures, as movable
data bit carriers forms the basis of a recently pro-
posed concept for magnetic solid-state memory4.
In this concept, skyrmions are considered to be
unique localized spin textures1,5, which are used
to encode data through the quantization of dif-
ferent distances between identical skyrmions on
a guiding nanostripe. However, the conservation
of distances between highly mobile and interact-
ing skyrmions is difficult to implement in prac-
tice. Here, we report the direct observation of
another type of theoretically-predicted localized
magnetic state, which is referred to as a chiral
bobber (ChB)6, using quantitative off-axis elec-
tron holography. We show that ChBs can coex-
ist together with skyrmions. Our results suggest
a novel approach for data encoding, whereby a
stream of binary data representing a sequence of
ones and zeros can be encoded via a sequence of
skyrmions and bobbers. The need to maintain de-
fined distances between data bit carriers is then
not required. The proposed concept of data en-
coding promises to expedite the realization of a
new generation of magnetic solid-state memory.

Although magnetic hard disk drives show great relia-
bility and are some of the most in-demand devices on the
market, the ultimate data density and operating speed
are limited by superparamagnetic effects7 and by the
presence of energy-consuming mechanical components,
such as engines and actuators. Therefore, alternative ap-
proaches for solid state magnetic memory devices that
have no movable mechanical parts have been proposed.
Such approaches should achieve higher performance, data
capacity, reliability and energy efficiency.

One of the most promising candidates for a new solid-
state magnetic memory device is based on the concept of
racetrack memory (RM)8, in which the role of data bit
carriers is played by either (i) domain walls, which are
small transition regions between domains whose magneti-
zation typically points in opposite directions8 or (ii) chi-
ral skyrmions 1–3, which possess topologically protected
stability and can be moved using currents that are sev-
eral orders of magnitude lower than those required for
magnetic domain wall motion4. Skyrmion-based RM is
currently considered to be the most promising approach.

Chiral magnetic skyrmions appear in ferromagnetic
crystals that have a particular symmetry and strong
spin orbit coupling, giving rise to the Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya interaction (DMI)9,10. In chiral magnets, the
DMI prevents the formation of other topological excita-
tions, in sharp contrast to the variety of two-dimensional
skyrmions that appear in other models11. The presence
of only one type of excitation defines the approach for
data encoding, which is based on the quantization of dis-
tances between adjacent excitations on a track. However,
skyrmions are highly movable, interacting objects that
can drift as a result of of thermal fluctuations, making
it difficult to maintain their distribution along a track.
The fabrication of arrays of artificial pinning centers on
the nanoscale to solve this problem is a serious challenge
that will also lead to higher costs. In a system with
surface/interface-induced DMI, a solution is the fabrica-
tion of a nanostripe with a special profile that results in
the location of skyrmions in two parallel channels12.

Here, we propose a powerful alternative approach,
which does not require fixed distances between movable
bit carriers because the data stream is encoded in a sin-
gle chain that is composed of two distinct particle-like
states.
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Figure 1 | New concept for magnetic solid-state memory. a, Schematic representation of an encoded data stream in
a nanostripe, which takes the form of a closed track containing a chain of alternating magnetic skyrmions and chiral bobbers,
which correspond to “1” and “0” bits. The actions of writing, reading and erasing the units are performed at different po-
sitions along the guiding track. Here and below, the colors of vectors and isosurfaces for mz = 0 are defined by the in-plane
component of the magnetisation according to a standard color wheel. b-d, Results of micromagnetic simulations performed
for a chain of skyrmion tubes (SkTs) and chiral bobbers (ChBs) in a 1024 × 164 × 128 nm FeGe nanostripe. In each case,
the top panel shows isosurfaces for mz = 0, while the bottom panel shows corresponding theoretical predictions of the phase
shift of an electron beam measured using off-axis electron holography for different values of the externally applied magnetic
field along ez. e-g, Calculated magnetic-field-induced phase shift averaged over a band of width 120 nm, as indicated in d.
The blue, red and black dashed lines in e, f correspond to the average signal of a SkT, a ChB and the nearly homogeneous
state in between them, respectively. The maximum values that correspond to ChBs are indicated by red arrows.

The class of magnetic materials, in which there is a
significant contribution from the DMI and in which mag-
netic skyrmions have been observed is based on non-
centrosymmetric crystals13 such as B20-type MnSi14,
FeGe15, Fe1−xCoxSi16, Mn1−xFexGe17 and high temper-
ature β-Mn-type Co-Zn-Mn alloys18. In such materials,
a competition between ordinary Heisenberg exchange in-
teractions and the DMI results in a spin spiral ground
state. The equilibrium period of such a spin spiral state,
LD =4πA/D, depends on an interplay between exchange
stiffness, A, and the DMI constant, D19. In an applied
magnetic field, the behavior of such a system depends
strongly on the dimensionality of the sample. In a bulk
sample, the spin spiral state usually appears as a multido-
main state, with the k-vector of the spiral pointing in dif-
ferent crystallographic directions in different domains. In
the presence of an applied magnetic field, such a multido-
main spiral state transforms into a monodomain conical
state, with the magnetization tilted towards the direction
of the applied magnetic field, Hext and with k ‖ Hext.
The conical state persists as the lowest energy state over

the entire range of applied magnetic fields up to a critical
value of HD =D2/(2AMs). For Hext >HD, it converges
to the saturated ferromagnetic state.

In a thin film of a chiral magnet of thickness L ∼ LD,
the energy of magnetic skyrmions is lower than that of
the conical phase over a wide range of applied magnetic
fields20 and skyrmions appear in the form of a hexago-
nal lattice16. It has been shown both experimentally15

and theoretically20 that the range of skyrmion existence
depends on the film thickness. For example, there is a
critical thickness above which the skyrmions in such a
system appear only as a metastable state.

Although it has been assumed that the magnetic
skrymion is a unique localized spin texture in chiral mag-
nets, it was recently proposed that for film thicknesses
that are larger than the equilibrium period, L&LD, and
magnetic fields, Hext<HD, magnetic skyrmions may co-
exist with another type of localized particle-like object -
the chiral bobber (ChB) (Fig. 1a). The proposed mecha-
nism of ChB stabilization and its range of existence have
been discussed theoretically elsewhere.6,21. Significantly,
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there is predicted to be a certain range of film thick-
nesses and applied fields, over which the energies of iso-
lated skyrmion tubes (SkTs) and ChBs as excited states
are comparable or even equal, suggesting that the two
states may coexist. Since the energy barriers that pro-
tect skyrmions and ChBs are also comparable6, these two
objects are potentially ideal candidates for use as “1” and
“0” bit carriers (Fig. 1a). However, ChBs have not pre-
viously been observed experimentally.

As a ChB occupies a significantly smaller volume in
a film than a SkT, the two states can in principle be
distinguished from one another by their net magneti-
zation, electronic transport properties or stray fields.
Here, we compare the results of micromagnetic simu-
lations (Fig. 1b-d) with quantitative experimental mea-
surements performed using the technique of off-axis elec-
tron holography (EH)22 in the transmission electron mi-
croscope (TEM). EH provides high spatial resolution
measurements of the phase shift originating from the
interaction between an incident electron beam and the
projected in-plane component of the magnetic induction
within and around the sample.

When the applied field is too strong, Hext & 400 mT,
ChBs are predicted to shrink and the resulting signal to
be weak (Fig. 1b, e). Above this field, the ChBs col-
lapse, while SkTs remain stable up to Hext ∼ 500 mT.
There is an optimal range of applied magnetic fields be-
tween 250 and 350 mT, in which the signals from ChBs
and SkTs can be distinguished reliably (Fig. 1c, f). For
very low fields, Hext . 200 mT, it is difficult to do so
because of strong distortions of the SkTs (Fig. 1d, g).
Equilibrium distances between particles in Fig. 1b-d, af-
ter energy minimization, indicate that SkTs and ChBs
are coupled via internal forces and have a tendency to
condense into compact chains or clusters in low values of
applied field.

In order to identify an appropriate range of magnetic
fields and film thicknesses, in which SkTs and ChBs
are expected to coexist, we performed EH experiments
(Fig. 2) using two different specimen geometries of B20-
type FeGe. Due to the relatively high magnetic moment
of µFe ∼ 1µB, the stray fields, which depend on the shape
and size of the sample, make a significant contribution to
the total magnetic energy23. As it is difficult to estimate
the optimal thickness for ChB formation in advance, we
first studied a wedge-shaped specimen (Fig. 2a), whose
thickness varied from 30 to 160 nm. Fig. 2b shows
the magnetic phase shift recorded experimentally from a
wedge-shaped sample in magnetic fields of 200, 300 and
400 mT, which were applied perpendicular to its plane.
The phase shift images show contrast that is typical for
magnetic skyrmions, with bright disks of nearly identi-
cal intensity. However, quantitative analysis of the phase
shift intensities relative to the background conical or sat-
urated ferromagnetic state reveals the presence of two
distinct types of object, whose signals have different in-
tensities. This difference is most evident at an intermedi-
ate applied magnetic field of 300 mT (Fig. 2f). The value

of the phase shift signal in the center of each bright spot
in Fig. 2b is plotted in Fig. 2e-g as a function of distance
from the left (thin) edge of the sample. According to the
micromagnetic calculations described above, objects that
have a higher phase shift (corresponding to data points
along the red dashed trend line) are identified as SkTs,
while those exhibiting weaker contrast (corresponding to
data points along the blue dashed trend line and marked
by red arrows) are identified as ChBs.

In order to obtain a state with multiple SkTs and ChBs
(Fig. 2b), we performed a series of heating-cooling cy-
cles for different maximum temperatures and different
fixed values of applied magnetic field, typically Tmax ≈
0.9Tc (for FeGe Tc =278 K). Between successive heating-
cooling cycles, we also performed an additional cycle of
magnetization reversal by varying the absolute value and
direction of the applied magnetic field. In order to avoid
thermal drift of the objects, off-axis electron holograms
were recorded at a reduced temperature of T =95 K.

At Hext = 200 mT, the ChBs and SkTs are observed
to form chain-like clusters along the sample edges with
approximately equal distances between them, confirming
similar interactions between the ChBs, SkTs and edges
according to a Lennard-Jones type potential, as has been
found for SkTs24. In Fig. 2e, it is possible to see the
different contrast of the objects. However, in agreement
with results of the micromagnetic simulations, which pre-
dict strong distortions of the shapes of SkTs or ChBs in
low magnetic fields, it is difficult to distinguish them di-
rectly from the recorded images.

With increasing applied magnetic field, the equilibrium
distance between the particles increases and the contrast
in the phase shift approaches the predicted trend lines
(Fig. 2f). For Hext =300 mT, the contrast of the ChBs is
approximately twice as weak as the signal from the the
SkTs, in agreement with theory. As the applied magnetic
field is increased further, the particles form a cluster in
the central part of the sample. The absence of a ChB at
400 mT (Fig. 2b, g) indicates that at T = 95 K the field
is close to the critical value for the existence of ChBs.

In order to identify the existence and stability of ChBs
in a sample of nearly constant thickness, we performed
an additional experiment (Fig. 2c). By following the pro-
cedure described above, we performed several magneti-
zation reversal cycles, as well as several heating-cooling
cycles at a fixed magnetic field, in order to observe the
spontaneous nucleation of ChBs in this sample. The EH
phase images shown in Fig. 2d illustrate a cluster com-
posed of a few SkTs, as well as a single ChB, which is
marked by a red arrow. Fig. 2h shows the dependence
of the signal intensity for SkTs and ChBs measured in
this sample at different values of applied magnetic field.
In good agreement with the theoretical model, the in-
tensities of the ChBs and SkTs decrease gradually with
increasing applied magnetic field. Fig. 2f, h shows that
the difference in signal intensity between ChBs and SkTs
increases with both film thickness and applied magnetic
field. This dependence allows the ratio of signals that is
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Figure 2 | Experimental evidence for chiral magnetic bobbers. a, b, Size and geometry of a wedge-shaped B20
FeGe sample and magnetic phase shift images recorded in the presence of different magnetic fields applied perpendicular to
the sample plane, respectively. c, d, Size and geometry of a fixed thickness B20 FeGe sample and magnetic phase shift im-
ages recorded in the presence of different magnetic fields applied perpendicular to the sample plane, respectively. All of the
images shown in b, d were recorded at a temperature T = 95 K, in order to avoid thermal drift of the magnetic structures.
e-g, Phase shifts in the wedge-shaped sample described in a, recorded in the presence of external magnetic fields of 200, 300
and 400 mT, respectively. The points correspond to the values of the phase shift signal in the centers of the bright spots in
b and are presented as function of the positions of the spots from the left (thin) edge of the wedge-shaped sample. THe dot-
ted lines mark trend lines of the phase shift signal for SkTs (red) and ChBs (blue). The error in each phase measurement is
estimated to be ±0.05 rad. The red arrows indicate objects with weak contrast that are identified as ChBs. h, Dependence
of phase shift measured for different applied magnetic fields in the sample of fixed thickness shown in c. Solid (red) circles
correspond to SkTs, while open (blue) circles correspond to ChBs.

required for reliable data reading and subsequent signal
decoding to be maintained.

It should be noted that the present EH measure-
ments do not allow reconstruction of the three dimen-
sional (3D) magnetic configuration and only provide in-
formation about the in-plane magnetic induction aver-
aged through the thickness of the film. As a result, it
is not possible to determine whether the ChBs are lo-
cated at the top or the bottom surface of the sample, or
whether they form a coupled state with two ChBs located
at both surfaces, as predicted theoretically6,20. We ex-
pect that the increase in the signal of the ChBs in Fig. 2g
can be explained by the appearance of such a coupled
state. Taking into account the facts that (i) the objects
with abnormally weak contrast appear only above a cer-
tain film thickness, (ii) they exhibit a field dependence
of the contrast according to a single trend line, (iii) they
are pinning-free movable objects and (iv) the good agree-
ment with theoretical predictions, we conclude that the
coexistence of ChBs and skyrmions is confirmed by our
experimental results.

In conclusion, our work provides the direct observation

of theoretically predicted particlelike objects that coexist
together with magnetic skyrmions in thin films of cubic
chiral magnets. The presence of two types of localized
movable object allows us to introduce a new concept of
magnetic data storage, which relies on these two objects
taking on the role of binary states of data bits. Their
coherent motion is expected to be stable because of co-
hesion effects due to interparticle interactions. A higher
data density can be achieved in comparison to the exist-
ing skyrmion-based racetrack memory concept. Future
experimental studies will focus on an efficient approach
for ChB nucleation and mobility in the presence of an
electric current, as well as studies in other materials and
using other experimental techniques.

Methods

Micromagnetic simulations

Initial micromagnetic simulations for a simplified
model without dipole-dipole interaction, where the phe-
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nomenon of merging of SkTs and ChBs into chains or
clusters was found, were performed using software de-
scribed in ref. 6. Final micromagnetic simulations were
performed using MuMax325 for the following energy func-
tional:

E=

∫
Vs

{Eex + EDMI + EZ + Ed}dr, (1)

Eex = A
(
∂xm2 + ∂ym

2 + ∂zm
2
)
,

EDMI = Dm · [∇×m],

EZ = −Ms Hext ·m,

Ed = −1

2
Ms Hd ·m,

where m ≡ m(x, y, z) is a normalized (|m| = 1) contin-
uous vector field, A and D are the micromagnetic con-
stants for exchange and DMI, respectively, Ms is the mag-
netization of the material, Hext is the applied magnetic
field and Hd is the demagnetizing field generated by the
divergence of the magnetization in the volume of the sam-
ple and at its edges. The integration in Eq. 1 extends over
the entire volume of the sample, Vs. In our calculations,
we assume the following material parameters: A = 4.75
pJm−1, D = 0.852718 mJm−2 and Ms = 384 kAm−1,
resulting in an equilibrium period of the spin spiral of
LD = 70 nm, which is a typical value for FeGe. The
mesh size of the simulated domain is 528 × 82 × 64 cells,
where each cell is a cube with an edge length of 2 nm. In
order to achieve a state with alternating skyrmions and
ChBs, as shown in Fig. 1b-d, we started the simulations
from a homogeneously magnetized state, with imposed
SkTs penetrating the entire thickness of the nanostripe
or with tubes that end up in the middle plane of the sam-
ple. After energy minimization using a conjugate gradi-
ent method, the spin structure was exported to the Spirit
code26 for visualization.

It should be noted that the presence of Bloch point

magnetic singularities does not lead to a divergence in
total energy27. The dynamics and equilibrium configu-
rations of the system can still be calculated using a mi-
cromagnetic approach, as has been shown for permalloy
disks28 and thin films29.

Off-axis electron holography in the TEM

TEM specimens of controlled thickness and dimensions
were prepared from a single crystal of B20-type FeGe us-
ing a focused ion beam (FIB) workstation and a lift-out
method 30. Off-axis electron holograms were recorded
using an electrostatic biprism positioned in a conjugated
image plane in an FEI Titan 60-300 TEM operated at
300 kV. The microscope was operated in aberration-
corrected Lorentz mode with the sample in magnetic-
field-free conditions. The conventional microscope objec-
tive lens was then used to apply chosen vertical (out-of-
plane) magnetic fields of between -0.15 and 1.5 T, which
were pre-calibrated using a Hall probe. A liquid nitrogen
specimen holder (Gatan model 636) was used to vary the
sample temperature between 95 and 380 K. Images and
holograms were recorded using a 2k × 2k charge-coupled
device (CCD) camera (Gatan Ultrascan). 30 object holo-
grams and 30 vacuum reference holograms, with a 6 s
exposure time for each hologram, were recorded to im-
prove the signal-to-noise ratio. The off-axis electron holo-
grams were analyzed using a standard fast Fourier trans-
form (FFT) algorithm in Holoworks software (Gatan).
In order to remove the mean inner potential (MIP) con-
tribution from the total phase shift, phase images were
recorded both at low temperature and at room temper-
ature, aligned and subtracted from each other on the
assumption that the MIP is the same and there are no
signficant changes in specimen charging between the two
holograms.

∗ duhf@hmf.ac.cn
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